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bikes. Make Yamaha. Model XJ Selling my Yamaha XJ in good condition. It runs well, but takes
about minutes to idle correctly while on choke. This can be solved by a good carb cleaning I'm
sure. It has served me well for three years, but I have since stopped riding. Local pickup only.
Model XJ Maxim. This is a classic ready to ride. Clean and runs good. Call Offered for sale is a
really fine running Yamaha Maxim Not many left that run this well. Low low price. Skull stickers
re removable and I might be able to find some Yamaha Emblems for the tank. Ride her for a year
and then get all your money back. Clean clear title on all of our bikes. Come see her at E.
Clarendon Dallas, Texas Call me at or on my cell at We accept all major cr cards. If you have a
job and a bank account, financing is available on the year models and newer. Bad credit and no
credit okay! Starts right up and runs strong!! Quick detachable windshield and passenger
backrest! Sarah Sullenbarger N. Dixie Dr. Dayton Ohio ? Contact Buckeye Harley-Davidson N. It
comes with added skeleton hand mirrors, sissy bar and Yamaha highway pegs. This would be a
great project bike to have ready by spring because it needs some work. The seat is coming
apart at the seams and there is a scratch on the tank that appears was attempted to be covered
but is still visible, pictures added of both. This bike came in on trade not running; the key will
not even turn on. Once the motorcycle is registered, that money is then transferred to your
state. As Ohio's newest dealership, our mission is to deliver the ultimate customer experience
through a team that was built with passion and a deep connection with our customers. We are
fueled by brand loyalty and trust that our customers place in us to deliver a premium quality
and the promise of offering a lifelong ownership experience. We believe that owning and
working for a Harley-Davidson dealership is a privilege. The ability to share our passion with
everyone from 3rd generation Harley riders to future dreamers who aspire to own a
Harley-Davidson Motorcycle one day is a sincere pleasure. Although we are the newest
Harley-Davidson dealership, we employ a team who has more Harley-Davidson work experience
than most, and that means you receive superior service the first time. We listen and understand
what is important to you because we share the passion and the open road together. The
customer base, beautiful facility and all of the support that was provided will be the foundation
for many generations to come. We look forward to being the Miami Valley's Harley-Davidson
destination dealership for many years to come! Rediscover the back roads with Buckeye

Harley-Davidson. Directions to Dealer? Contact Us Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a
legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously
interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User
AgreementBuckeye Harley-Davidson reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid
before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period
but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last
hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will
be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Buckeye Harley-Davidson has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Buckeye Harley-Davidson
welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Sarah at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Buckeye Harley-Davidson will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Buckeye Harley-Davidson as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Buckeye Harley-Davidson. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Buckeye Harley-Davidson will contact the
successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Sarah at Buckeye Harley-Davidson by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! One
man owned vintage motorcycle. Great condition with no problems. Low mileage. Original seat in
great condition. Low miles. Runs great. Good tires. Has new battery, and fresh fluids. Please
come to see, I'll disclose all I know. If you think it's not worth it, make a fair offer and we'll
discuss. For Sale: Yahama XJ Maxim I, clear title, good condition, beautiful classic motorcycle
of the 80's, good running and reliable, kept in garage, new battery last year, could use tires
other then that is a good running bike. Only reason for selling is that I don't need two
motorcycles and I only used it the past few years for going back and forth to work. Sport
Cruiser. Good gas mileage, has a 3. Mileage is 44, Very easy and comfortable to drive. Slight
tear in seat where back seat meets front, easily fixable. Please only serious inquiries. A vintage
bike in very good condition with low miles and a low price! General going-overall electrics work,
tires are good as are brakes. Clear PA title. Payson, AZ. Williamsburg, VA. Carthagena, OH.
Eaton, NH. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha.
Model XJ Selling my Yamaha XJ in good condition. It runs well, but takes about minutes to idle
correctly while on choke. This can be solved by a good carb cleaning I'm sure. It has served me

well for three years, but I have since stopped riding. Local pickup only. Sarah Sullenbarger N.
Dixie Dr. Dayton Ohio ? Contact Buckeye Harley-Davidson N. It comes with added skeleton
hand mirrors, sissy bar and Yamaha highway pegs. This would be a great project bike to have
ready by spring because it needs some work. The seat is coming apart at the seams and there is
a scratch on the tank that appears was attempted to be covered but is still visible, pictures
added of both. This bike came in on trade not running; the key will not even turn on. Once the
motorcycle is registered, that money is then transferred to your state. As Ohio's newest
dealership, our mission is to deliver the ultimate customer experience through a team that was
built with passion and a deep connection with our customers. We are fueled by brand loyalty
and trust that our customers place in us to deliver a premium quality and the promise of
offering a lifelong ownership experience. We believe that owning and working for a
Harley-Davidson dealership is a privilege. The ability to share our passion with everyone from
3rd generation Harley riders to future dreamers who aspire to own a Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle one day is a sincere pleasure. Although we are the newest Harley-Davidson
dealership, we employ a team who has more Harley-Davidson work experience than most, and
that means you receive superior service the first time. We listen and understand what is
important to you because we share the passion and the open road together. The customer base,
beautiful facility and all of the support that was provided will be the foundation for many
generations to come. We look forward to being the Miami Valley's Harley-Davidson destination
dealership for many years to come! Rediscover the back roads with Buckeye Harley-Davidson.
Directions to Dealer? Contact Us Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding
contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User AgreementBuckeye
Harley-Davidson reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered information of all users
who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if
necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid
Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour
period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period but only for
exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour
period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be
allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Buckeye Harley-Davidson has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Buckeye Harley-Davidson
welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Sarah at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Buckeye Harley-Davidson will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Buckeye Harley-Davidson as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Buckeye Harley-Davidson. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Buckeye Harley-Davidson will contact the
successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Sarah at Buckeye Harley-Davidson by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and

title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! One
man owned vintage motorcycle. Great condition with no problems. Low mileage. Original seat in
great condition. Please come to see, I'll disclose all I know. If you think it's not worth it, make a
fair offer and we'll discuss. A vintage bike in very good condition with low miles and a low price!
General going-overall electrics work, tires are good as are brakes. Clear PA title. Model VMAX
Great bike, but I'm 61 with bad knees, so will be looking for a trike. It's always been garaged
until my divorce 2 years ago, but has been covered ever since. I added engine guards, but
otherwise it's stock, The great wheels, drop sloped handlebars, and shaft drive make it a head
turning classic! It has a crack ini one exhaust pipe that happened when it blew over on my
sloped parking lot on a gusty day, when the cover acted as a sail. Otherwise, never been
dropped. Come see and ride this beauty soon! Tuned up in but needs to have the choke cable
replaced. Otherwise, in good shape. Tires are newer and engine has been well-cared for. Will
need to tow away, fix choke cable, and do annual tune up before riding. Good running
condition. Needs a new mirror and tail light covers. Simply to big for me to ride. Baton Rouge,
LA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Ridgefield, WA. Memphis, TN. Cheyenne, WY. Lebanon, OH. Eau
Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Xj Maxim.
Year Make Yamaha Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Yamaha ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. What if, some
Yamaha people had asked, Yamaha builds a high-performance motorcycle and gives it "special"
styling? Although other makers had dabbled with the cruiser get-up laid over basic Japanese
four-cylinder motorcycles, no other manufacturer had made the million-dollar commitment:
design a brand-new four-cylinder, and build it specifically as a special. At Yamaha the special
became the standard. Three years later, after the wide proliferation of special styling, it's easy to
forget what a landmark bike the Maxim was. The was striking, controversial, sensational, and
wildly successful in showrooms. Succeeding models were refinements; the XJJ had a more
comfortable cut to its handlebar, an air-adjustable fork, and a more luxurious seat. For stoplight
aggression, the Maxim was well armed. The air-cooled, twin-cam engine was a genuine mid
quarter-mile streaker. The engine looked lithe and athletic too; Yamaha made it narrow by
locating the alternator piggybackâ€”behind the cylinder block and above the gearbox rather
than hanging the works on the end of the crankshaft. The Maxim had another amazing feature
for a motorcycle touted as a high-performance piece: shaft drive. Years later, the Maxim is a
cruiser classic. Other companies have produced bodacious knock-offs o
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f the Maxim, imitations that suffer from excess "If they like slightly stepped seats, we'll give 'em
real split-level housing". It's too bad the Maxim was obscured when manufacturers blanketed
the market with cruisers. Now Yamaha has decided to turn up the spot lights on the XJJ Maxim
or is it turn on the flashing blue light? A decade down the road, the Maxim may well be a
genuine classic of the s a bright idea that stood the test of time. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Yamaha XJ Maxim. Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 2 valves per
cylinder,. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet
Multiplate; 7 Steel 8 Friction. Final Drive. Gear Ratio. Tubular steel dual cradle frame. Front
Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Duel Kayaba shocks, 5-way adjustable
spring preload. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single mm disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear
Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed.

